Applications open:
April 1st - May 31st for summer/fall
October 1st - November 30th for spring
One general application to apply for the majority of these opportunities: ccaurora.academicworks.com

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math
- Jim Weedin Science Scholarship (Geology or Astronomy) – Fall only
- Frank Neckel Scholarship (Science, Math, Physics, Biology: Associate of Science) – Fall only
- NK Chang Founders Merit Scholarship (STEM related field) – Fall/Spring
- William and Bernice Sanko Scholarship (EMS, Paramedicine, or Computer Science) – Fall only
- Dr. Bergren Scholarship (Science) – Fall/Spring
- Raytheon Corporation Scholarship (Computer Information Systems) – Fall only
- Steve & Dee Lambert (STEM related field) – Fall/Spring
- Pivot Energy (STEM related field) – Fall/Spring
- Waste Management Your Tomorrow (STEM, construction, diesel) – Fall/Spring
- Mracheck (STEM or Education) – Fall/Spring
- Fitzsimons Credit Union (Health, Business, Technology) – Fall/Spring

Creative Industries
- Olen Bell Scholarship (Pulse 29 publication involvement or CCA campus Newspaper) – not currently awarded
- Women in Film – Fall only

Health and Public Service
- Edith Glasier Scholarship (the Nurse Aide Health / CNA Program) – Spring only
- William and Bernice Sanko Scholarship (EMS, Paramedicine, or Computer Science) – Fall only
- Medical Center of Aurora (healthcare) – Fall/Spring
- Fitzsimons Credit Union (Health, Business, Technology) – Fall/Spring

People, Societies, and Ideas
- John & Mary Lewerenz Memorial Scholarship (ECE) – Fall only
- Mary N. Conover Memorial Scholarship (ECE) – Fall/Spring
- Mracheck (STEM or Education) – Fall/Spring

Communication and Languages
- Olen Bell Scholarship (Pulse 29 publication involvement or CCA campus Newspaper) – not currently awarded

Professional Studies and Public Service Pathway
- Weitz Construction Scholarship (Construction Management) – Fall only
- Dr. Sherrie Kantor Memorial Scholarship (professional/technical, workforce development, or entrepreneurship program) – Fall only
- John Rutledge Ehrmann Memorial Scholarship (Professional Studies, Associate only/no certs) – Fall/Spring
• Caterpillar Scholarship (Diesel Program) – currently outside scholarship application
• Marie Sanchez Memorial Scholarship (Fire Science, EMT, Paramedicine) – Fall/Spring
• John-Alec Chervin Memorial Scholarship (Paramedicine or Fire Science) – Fall/Spring
• William and Bernice Sanko Scholarship (EMS, Paramedicine or Computer Science)
• Jenny Johnson Memorial Scholarship (Paramedicine AAS) – Fall/Spring
• Wayne “JT” Jamerson (Business) – Fall/Spring
• Waste Management Your Tomorrow (STEM, construction, diesel) – Fall/Spring
• Fernando “Kandi” Gray (EMT Basic) – Spring only
• Fitzsimons Credit Union (Health, Business, Technology) – Fall/Spring

Scholarships with no pathway association/general opportunities

Summer only:

Fall to Fall

Fall only:

Mo Jungck
First Bank
Norma Nuñez

Fall/Spring:

BFSU
Aurora Pride
Commerce Bank
Freda Roof
Simard Veterans
COSI
Aurora Gives
PJ2M
Brakes Plus
Bowman
Boundless Opportunity
P&K Tauer
Mary LeGare
ACE (CE) Advancement
Dream
IME BECAS

Spring only:

CCA Faculty and Staff
5 P’s
Camara Immigrant
First Generation
Fox Finisher
Contact Us
Scholarships.CCA@ccaurora.edu